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Extent of shared 
understanding
Collaborative practices in organizations take place in 
groups that involve stakeholders from multiple business 
areas, with little shared understanding or common 
language.




Ongoing discussion and interpretation of observed 
meetings, interactions, interviews, artifacts (documents, 
models, systems of technology)
•
 




Actors (disciplinary & functional domains)
–
 
















Use of boundary objects (virtual and physical) for collaboration, 
knowledge exchange, and group memory 
–
 
Actor roles in spanning group boundaries
•
 
Focusing on expertise and domain knowledge
–
 
Knowledge-leadership processes: who defines relevant and 
valuable knowledge. 
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Dialectics of Collective Discovery
A “dual-cycle” model of enterprise system design.
Closing Down Potential Solutions
Synthesize design: 
agree & model 
system form & 
requirements
Agree actions/scope 
for organizational & 
technical change
Assess understood 
parts of system 







Implement design (technological & 
organizational change)
Opening Up Design Problems
Analyze possible 
solutions & 












outcomes - reframe 
problems
breakdown
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Process Drivers and Breakdowns 






Aligned problem, solution, 
& process space frames 
Aligned problem, solution, 













caused by need to 
collectively define a 
boundary object artifact
Primary Generator Concept – Solution model provides design process framework and abstract goals
Gap analysis– what 
remains to be resolved? 
Gap analysis – what 
remains to be resolved? 
Gradual dissonance
between individual problem 
frames and implied problem 





between individual problem 
frames and implied problem 






























caused by need to 





Longitudinal study of management group in co-design of business and IT 
systems
Content analysis, focusing on trajectories of action in framing collective 
visions of the design, and mediating role of boundary objects
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Actor-network analysis of boundary objects as 
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Modes of knowledge use at various stages 
of design emergence
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REAL WORLD 3. Root Definitions of
Relevant Systems
5. Comparison of 




7. Action to improve
the Problem Situation
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Research Question
How are different forms of knowledge managed 
and coordinated across the boundaries of a 
virtual, global organization? 

























































815 pages of transcription
–
 

























EVP eCommerce, Local Direct 








US Headquarters, Remote 
Vendor, Operations in about 40 Countries
•
 
Standing “virtual team meeting”
–
 
7:30 a.m. teleconference 
–
 
4 days per week


























Multiple, interrelated problem definitions and boundaries
–
 




Increasing Problem Emergence, Ambiguity, 
Multivocality














Local group acts as a hub, coordinating expertise from 







Local group part of a web of organizational/external 




Increasing Diversity of: Locus-of-Control, 
Expertise, Frameworks for action
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Group Memory Boundary Objects
•
 


















Spreadsheets and documents –
 
modified by multiple actors
–
 
Project documents (specs and contracts)
•
 
Roles, social networks, and expertise
–
 
Boundary-spanner roles change with problem-distance
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Intra-group memory is situational, focusing on how to recognize common  






Intra-group memory relates to who-knows-what, as knowledge leadership 
in specific domains of action is delegated to boundary-spanners 
–
 
Inter-group memory focuses on coordination at the boundary with other 
groups: boundary-spanning domain-expert roles, coupled with shared 






Intra-group memory aggregates knowledge of external domains 
(boundary-spanners move into external domain expert roles)
–
 
Inter-group memory maintained by group leader through negotiated 
shared interests with social network of influential decision makers
–
 
Extra-group memory maintained through extended social network roles: 
group members who have boundary-spanner roles are connected by the 
group leader with influential decision-makers in other groups 
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stories & analogies create 








strategy: group agrees 
evolving goals of  












expert roles assumed. 
Rules & procedures at 
coordinate knowledge 
transfer at boundary
Defining a collective 
response: delegated 
boundary-spanner locates 






of labor: functional 
domain-expert roles and 
social network leveraged 
for knowledge exchange
Managing external 







negotiates group role; 
group members become 
expert in evolving set of 
knowledge-domains
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